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State-of-the-art spectroscopy of nuclei far from stability has
achieved an extraordinary level of sophistication and detail ill*
tha last ten years. In principle, if a state can be populated,
it can be characterized by its energy, spin, parity, and major
decay paths. Sometimes its lifetime can be measured. In practice,
one is confronted with enormous complexity. To convert raw spectro-
scopic data into nuclear structure data involves a complex process
of disentangling gamma rays and conversion electrons into decay
schemes. Specifically, coincidence techniques, especially coinci-
dence intensities, play a crucial role in this process. Recent
examples and methods from work done at UNISOR are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION MASTER
The study of the structure of nuclei remains purely phenomenological: D

theoretical development is in terms of models with empirically determined 0j
parameters. Far from stability these parameters must be extrapolated if 2
predictions are to be made. In consequence there have been surprises such as the £
large ground-state deformations in the neutron-rich sodium isotopes /I/ and the r

neutron-deficient mercury isotopes /2/. These isotopes lie at and near closed C
shells and "extrapolations" (systematics) had predicted spherical shapes. Thus, -
the exploration of nuclear structure far from stability relies on careful v
measurement of as many nuclear properties as possible. -i

The study of the excited states of nuclei far from stability provides an 2
excellent guide to the degrees of freedom in these nuclei. Two features are :
highly desirable for such studies. First, the studies need to be as complete as Q
possible, i.e. all levels up to a given excitation energy and spin-parity need to C
be observed (missing a low-lying level would be a disaster). Second, studies g>
need to be systematic, i.e. all isotopes (or isotones) extending from the rn
stability line to the region far from stability need to be studied. The second $
criterion is vital for identifying how degrees of freedom change in excitation ^
energy with changing proton or neutron number. (The proton number and neutron c
number ara the fundamental "parameters" of the nuclear many-body problem.) ?

The study of the excited states of nuclei far from stability in a complete L:
(as possible) and systematic way has been a major goal of the experimental program 5
at UNISOR. We describe the main criteria to which we adhere in this program and rr
note a few of the problems encountered. -xrJ]/O
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2. BASIC TECHNIQUES OF CHARACTERIZATION

On-line isotope separators in use today provide unequivocal mass
identification. Element identification is not straightforward because of decay to
daughter (and granddaughter) isobars during the measurement period. X-ray
coincidences can overcome this. An example taken from a study /3/ of the A » 183
decay chain is shown in fig. I.
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Figure 1. Y-ray spectra for A » 183 gated by Ir K ^ x rays a) and Pt
b). Note the absence of the 119- and 261-keV lines in b), and the

x rays

presence of lines at 256 and 288 keV in both a) and b).
from 131.

The data are

Gamma-ray singles spectra can be extremely complicated as illustrated in fig.
2. Standard coincidence spectroscopy can unravel most Y-ray spectra; however
closely-spaced doublets can sometimes occur that are still difficult to resolve.
A "worst possible case" is shown in fig. 3 where a "doublet-doublet" coincidence
is shown. This had to be resolved using a "running" gate.

Conversion-electron spectroscopy plays a key role in the study of radioactive
decay schemes. It provides level spin and parity and transition multipolarity
information. It is also the only way to observe highly-converted transitions that
occur for low transition energy, high multipolarity, and electric monopole (EO)
transitions. Conversion-electron spectra are even more complicated than Y-ray
spectra because conversion can occur in more than one atomic electron shell. An
example of a conversion-electron spectrum (one that corresponds to the Y-ray
spectrum in fig. 2) is shown in fig. 4.

We have found coincidence data for Yrays and conversion electrons to be
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Figure 2. The Y-ray spectrum from the ̂ ^1 •* ̂ H g 8 + 187 A u d e c a v.
energies are in keV. Part a) shows the portion from 150 to 500 keV,
which contains 122 of the total of 747 V-ray lines observed between
36 and 2555 keV. Part b) is an exploded view of the boxed region (383
to 424 keV), along with the results of the fitting procedure. The data
are from /4/.
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Figure 3. Coincidence scans at 272 and 299 keV for the Y-Y data from 187Hg
decay. Each point on the left side represents an advance of 0.31 keV
of the gate set on Y^ at the energy denoted on the horizontal axis;
the number of coincidence events recorded for Y2 in the regions of 386
and 299 keV is denoted on the vertical axis. The right side represent?
a coarser (0.64 keV/step) example of the reverse of the same procedure.
The data reveal coincident pairs of 't rays at 298.8 - 271.7 and 299.6
keV. The data are from /5/.
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Figure A. The conversion-electron spectrum from the g
decay. All energies are in keV. Part a) shows the portion from 70 to
420 kaV, which contains 152 lines. The energy range spanned by part a)
exactly matches the 150- to 500-keV range of fig. la if one subtracts
80 keV. Part b) is an exploded view of the boxed region (303 to 344
keV) along with the results of the fitting procedure. The K-shell
binding energy is 80.7 keV in Au and 83.1 keV in Hg. Thus, the regions
in parts b) of figs. 2 and 4 enable one to make a 1:1 comparison for
conversion in the K shell. The L- and M-subshell lines from lower-
energy transitions are also indicated. The data are from /4/.

essential for any study of a complicated decay scheme. This type of measurement
is hardly ever made in decay scheme studies far from stability! In consequence,
we have found numerous errors in published decay schemes. For example, we have
found /6/ all the positive parity states populated in the 187Au •• 187Pt decay to
have been missed /7/ because an El transition /6/ was missed. We have also found
/8/ major errors in a study /9/ of the 185m,gHg _> 185Au decay: W e assign all
their positive parity states to be negative parity and half of their negative
parity states to be positive parity on the basis of coincidence as ignments of
low-energy transitions (they assigned the low-energy transitions using
systematics). Examples of low-energy electron lines seen in coincidence with a
Y ray, of electron lines and Y ray lines seen in coincidence with a y ray, and
of Y-ray lines seen in coincidence with a low-energy electron line are shown in
figs. 5, 6, and 7, respectively. (The clear El multipolarity for the 199 keV
transition depicted in fig. 6 should be noted: this is evident from the essential
absence of 199K electrons.)

Coincidenca techniques permit the intensities of lines in a multiplet to be
resolved. Our experience is that no line (Y ray or conversion-electron) should be
assumed a singlet until coincidence gating proves it so. Feeding Y rays should
show coincidence intensities with a gate on a de-exciting transition that are in
proportion to their singles intensities. De-exciting Y rays should show
coincidence intensities with a gate on a feeding transition that are in proportion
to their Y-branching ratios (this requires knowledge of all de-exciting
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Figure 6.

Low-energy conversion electrons in coincidence with the 243-keV Y ray
in 185Au •*• 185Pt decay. The L^* L3» M, and N electron lines of a 78-
keV transition are evident (the Lj and L2 subshells and the M and N
subshells are unresolved). The data are from /3/.
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rays a) and conversion electrons b) in coincidence with the 250-keV
y ray in the 185HgS»n> -• 185Au decay. The 199 keV transition has El
multipolarity. This is evident from its very weak (nearly unobserv
able) conversion-electron intensity. The 205-keV transition has EC
+ Ml + E2 multipolarity. The figure is taken from /8/.
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Figure 7. YY rays in coincidence with L-convirsic
35-keV transition in the 185Hg8»» + «
from /8/.

j electrons corresponding to the
'Au decay. The figure is taken

transitions and their multipolarities). Systematic Y-ray coincidence intensities
are rarely reported in decay scheme studies far from stability. We have already
noted tnat conversion electron coincidences are hardly ever measured: even
though, as is evident in fig. 5, detailed subshell ratios are readily obtained
and, thus, quite precise multipolarity information may be obtained.

A major question in a radioactive decay scheme study is "how complete is the
decay scheme?" This is very difficult to answer unless data of very high
statistical quality are obtained. Even then, one can always envisage remeasuring
with even higher statistics. Limited beam time at accelerators precludes very
high-statistics studies. We achieve, typically, 10' to 108 Y-Y coincidences in 10
to 100 hours of running (where beam currents may vary and typical "down times" are
included in these numbers) at the UNISOR/HHIRF facility. These numbers correspond
to typical targets (10 mg/cwr, 90% enrichment), typical beams (20 to 100 pnA),
and cross sections of 50 to 300 mb. For nuclear orientation studies, in order to
compute deorientation coefficients, it is essential to assign all transitions down
to (nominally) 1% of the strongest Y-ray line. Very often decay schemes published
in Nuclear Data Sheets are incomplete. As a rough guide, if Qp > 1500 keV a
restudy of the decay scheme is probably needed. All too often studies of decay
schemes only aim at establishing low-lying levels and the Y-ray spectrum cuts off
at ̂  1 MeVI Examples of fairly exhaustive decay scheme studies made at UNISOR can
be found in /6,10/; in the study /10/ of the 195T1 •»• 195Hg decay scheme (Qp
•v. 3000 keV) the strongest unassigned Y-ray line reported was ̂  27. of the strongest
line, and it was estimated that 982 of the observed y-ray intensity was assigned;
in the study /6/ of the 187Au'•* l87Pt decay scheme (Qp <v 3700 keV) the strongest
unassigned y-ray line reported was -v 4JS of the strongest line, and it was
estimated that 88% of the observed Y~ray intensity was assigned (a significant
intensity imbalance was noted /6/ in this scheme). "Pandemonium" /ll/ is alive
and well in decay schemes with high Qnl

Quite often there is more than one 0-decaying state in a parent nucleus.
High- and low-spin isomerism is invariably the underlying cause. It is essential
to separate the two decays, i.e., to separate transition intensities. Half-life
data may not help because if Qp is high the half lives of the different 0-decaying
states are similar. Production of the high- and low-spin isomers can be varied by
entering the mass chain at the grandparent. An example, where this technique was
used /8/, is shown in fig. 8. Sometimes high- and low-spin & decaying isomers are

t.. A- 0 N present but have not been recognized previously. Ideally, the parent level
'̂ U"?; ,- scheme should be investigated from the decay of the grandparent or by in-beam
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Figure 8. Y rays in coincidence with a gate on the 237-keV y ray in

decay. The high- and low-spin states in 189Au are preferentially
populated in the decays of i89Hgm (i* * i3/2+) and 189Hg8 (I* • 3/2"),
respectively. High-spin 189Hgm is preferentially produced in reactions
such as "Jw (lzC,5n) 189Hg, while low-spin 189Hg8 is produced by p
decay of 189T1 fonOWing a reaction such as

 181Ta (16O,8n) 189T1.
The 9/2" -» 7/2", 378-keV and 11/2" •* 7/2", 704-keV transitions are
clearly enhanced in a), while the 3/2" •» 7/2", 575-keV and 5/2" •*
7/2", 770-keV transitions are clearly enhanced in b). The figure is
taken from /8/.

Y-ray spectroscopy. Systematics, as a guide to whether or not isomerism can
occur, is often unreliable and can be almost worthless for odd-odd nuclei due to
the complexity and incomplete knowledge of excited states in these nuclei.

Ideally, the spin of the (S-decaying parent (ground state or isomer) and the
spin of the ground state of the daughter should be known before a decay scheme is
undertaken. Atomic hyperfine structure studies or NMR/ON studies are now possibla
on many elements and can yield spin information. Such spin information is
essential for using conversion-electron data to make spin assignments to excited
states in the daughter. It is also near essential for using y-ray anisotropies
from oriented nuclei to make such spin assignments. The most serious deficiency
in the knowledge of spins for ground states and isomeric states is, again, for
odd-odd nuclei.

Knowledge of parities is not quite so critical because systematics often
provide very strong guidelines, e.g., the parities of ground states of doubly-
even nuclei are positive. Systematics often works well for odd-mass nuclei, but
can fail if "intruder" states lie near the Fermi energy. An example is the odd-
mass Au isotopes /8/ which undergo a sudden change for 185Au/187Au. Odd-odd
nuclei are again a major problem. A measurement of the magnetic moments is the
only hope of resolving the issue.
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3. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The criteria for obtaining accurate nuclear structure data through
radioactive decay scheme studies far from stability are very exacting. It is
becoming evident that many existing schemes ata incomplete and some existing
schemes are in serious error. Evaluations by the Nuclear Data Group do not
protect against this.

Accurate data can be generated by measuring coincidence intensities of /-ray
lines and conversion electron lines with high statistics. This is very time
consuming work that demands 2-3 person-years of work. Funding agencies do not
understand this too welll "Proposal physicists" have no time for such precision.
Without the precision, errors will abound. It is probably time to undertake an
automation of the data reduction process using Artificial Intelligence: some
steps have been taken in this direction /12/.
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